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Abstract

BACKGROUND: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) prevention research
requires methods for measurement of disease progression not
yet revealed by symptoms. Preferably, such measurement
should encompass multiple disease markers.
OBJECTIVES: Evaluate an item response theory (IRT) modelbased latent variable Alzheimer Progression Score (APS) that
uses multi-modal disease markers to estimate pre-clinical
disease progression.
DESIGN: Estimate APS scores in the BIOCARD observational
study, and in the parallel PREVENT-AD Cohort and its sister
INTREPAD placebo-controlled prevention trial. Use BIOCARD
data to evaluate whether baseline and early APS trajectory
predict later progression to MCI/dementia. Similarly, use
longitudinal PREVENT-AD data to assess test measurement
invariance over time. Further, assess portability of the
PREVENT-AD IRT model to baseline INTREPAD data, and
explore model changes when CSF markers are added or
withdrawn.
SETTING: BIOCARD was established in 1995 and participants
were followed up to 20 years in Baltimore, USA. The
PREVENT-AD and INTREPAD trial cohorts were established
between 2011-2015 in Montreal, Canada, using nearly identical
entry criteria to enroll high-risk cognitively normal persons
aged 60+ then followed for several years.
PARTICIPANTS: 349 cognitively normal, primarily middleaged participants in BIOCARD, 125 high-risk participants aged
60+ in PREVENT-AD, and 217 similar subjects in INTREPAD.
106 INTREPAD participants donated up to four serial CSF
samples.
MEASUREMENTS: Global cognitive assessment and multiple
structural, functional, and diffusion MRI metrics, sensori-neural
tests, and CSF concentrations of tau, Aβ42 and their ratio.
RESULTS: Both baseline values and early slope of APS scores in
BIOCARD predicted later progression to MCI or AD. Presence
of CSF variables strongly improved such prediction. A similarly
derived APS in PREVENT-AD showed measurement invariance
over time and portability to the parallel INTREPAD sample.
CONCLUSIONS: An IRT-based APS can summarize multimodal information to provide a longitudinal measure of preclinical AD progression, and holds promise as an outcome for
AD prevention trials.
Key words: Pre-clinical, multiple outcome modalities, summary
outcome measures, disease progression, prevention trials, Alzheimer’s
disease.
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Introduction

P

revention is now a primary aim of therapeutic
research in Alzheimer disease (AD) (1). Early
AD prevention trials randomized thousands of
symptom-free individuals to candidate treatments or
placebo, observing them thereafter for differences in
dementia incidence (2–4). Results were disappointing.
Unfortunately, none of these costly multi-year trials
were anticipated by preliminary human data to evaluate
their probable success. The objective of this report is to
examine a method that can measure disease progression
in preclinical AD and thus use preliminary observations
to advance trial design.
An early approach to identification of preventive
interventions was evaluation of candidate treatments’
capacity to prevent progression from Mild Cognitive
Impairment to dementia (5). Such trials typically lasted
about 5 years and used samples of 500 - 1000 (6, 7). Thus,
although more economical than primary prevention trials
(“primary” referring only to absence of symptoms), these
MCI trials were neither brief nor inexpensive. More
importantly, advanced AD pathology is common in MCI
patients (8, 9), suggesting that many have an underlying
disease state that precludes effective intervention.
Accordingly, the field now looks increasingly to
interventions in the decades of disease development
that precede MCI and AD dementia (10), i.e., in the
pre-clinical (or, more precisely, pre-symptomatic)
stage of AD. For example, the TOMMORROW trial
of pioglitazone has as its primary endpoint time to
diagnosis of MCI due to AD, but includes a (continuous)
composite cognitive z-score as a secondary outcome (11).
The A4 trial of solanezumab (12) and the Alzheimer’s
Prevention Initiative trial of crenezumab (13) also include
among their primary outcomes composite cognitive
scores.
While clinically important, cognitive measures alone
may be insufficient disease indicators at a stage when
cognitive changes may be subtle. Other manifestations
of pre-symptomatic AD likely include changes in
biochemical, imaging, and sensori-neural measures that

MULTI-MODAL OUTCOME FOR AD PREVENTION TRIALS

underlie cognitive decline. For example, cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) Aβ42 shows changes in individuals with
dominantly inherited AD many years before onset
of cognitive deficits (14). Similar results have been
observed among late middle-aged offspring of parents
with “sporadic” AD (15), who also appear to have early
changes in shape and thickness of cortical structures
(16, 17). Likewise, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
measures in cognitively healthy individuals appear to
decline more rapidly among those at elevated risk for AD
(18). Comparable results have been observed using odor
identification (19), and at least one study has suggested
that deficits in central auditory processing may predict
imminent AD symptoms (20). To the extent that these
various measures can provide a coherent “signal”, it
seems advantageous to consider them together when
evaluating treatment effects. However, we know of
no previous attempts to use a multi-modal composite
outcome measures for AD prevention trials .
If AD prevention research is to take advantage of the
multiplicity of evident pre-symptomatic disease markers,
it is essential that methods become available to interpret
them in aggregate. To that end, we illustrate the
potential of a multi-modal ‘Alzheimer Progression Score’
(APS) that uses a latent variable modeling approach
based on Item Response Theory (IRT) to incorporate
data from different modalities to indicate the advance of
the pre-symptomatic disease process. We demonstrate
this approach in models combining CSF and plasma
biochemistries, structural, functional, and diffusion
imaging measures, and cognitive and neuro-sensory
abilities. We discuss methodologic foundations for this
approach and exemplify its potential in several cohorts
of individuals at above-average risk of developing
AD. Specifically, we present evidence to suggest 1) its
construct validity (i.e., that it appears, as desired, to
represent degree of advancement in AD pathology), 2)
its utility for longitudinal studies (inasmuch as model
parameters estimated at baseline can be used to measure
disease state over succeeding years of examination),
3) its “portability” to other, similar data sets (useful
for clinical trials if one wishes to avoid estimation of
model parameters from trial data themselves), and 4)
its robustness to missing data, a common occurrence in
multi-modal data sets.

cannot be measured directly) by assessing several
individually measurable risk factors. One approach to
construction of such composites involves latent variable
methods that model causal relationships between
observed variables and hypothetical or unobservable
(latent) quantities (23).
Figure 1. Examples of Item Characteristic Curves

Item Response Theory Models
Item response theory (IRT) models are a specific
type of latent variable model. In basic IRT models a
continuous latent variable (e.g., academic achievement)
is presumed to exist and to cause variation in a
set of observations (e.g., test question answers). To
measure a broad range of the latent variable, the test
can be constructed using items that vary in difficulty
so that most, including those with lower abilities, can
answer the “easier” questions correctly, while only a
select few will solve the most difficult. The functional
relationship between item responses and the underlying
latent variable can be illustrated using item characteristic
curves, which are typically sigmoid and identify a region
over which an item can usefully discriminate between
people with higher and lower levels of the latent trait
(Figure 1). A simple IRT model estimates two parameters
for each dichotomous (e.g., correct/incorrect, or present/
absent) item. These are: a discrimination parameter
(a) that describes the slope of the item’s response curve
and therefore indicates the precision with which it
pinpoints an individual’s level on the latent variable;
and a difficulty/severity parameter (b) that denotes the
midpoint of the item’s useful range (15). After an IRT
model is fit, the resulting parameter estimates can be used
to calculate an overall score for each individual.
We use the IRT approach to estimate a latent
Alzheimer Progression Score (APS) representing
advancement in the evolution of pre-symptomatic AD.
The APS “items” are not test questions but measures
(e.g., cognitive test scores, CSF protein concentrations,
various imaging metrics) that are likely to change as the
disease progresses. One advantage of this approach is
that the various “items” that contribute to the APS may
be sensitive to change in persons who are in earlier or

Methods
Latent variable modeling as a means of
constructing composite measures
Medicine has a long tradition of using composite
variables to measure states that are not directly
measurable (21). A familiar example is the Framingham
Risk Score (22), which provides a global estimate of the
10-year probability of a myocardial infarction (which
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later stages of disease progression.

Test).
We examined the construct validity of this
measurement model by comparing IRT-estimated APS
scores for subjects who remained cognitively normal
throughout the follow-up with those who progressed to a
diagnosis of MCI or dementia. We fit longitudinal mixed
effects regression models with random intercepts (31)
to compare the two outcome groups on APS scores over
time, examining both baseline and rate of change over
the three biennial visits. We also estimated the effect of
baseline APS score on hazard of MCI/dementia incidence
using a cox proportional hazards model (32), and we
calculated survival-based area-under-the-ROC-curves
(33) using the risksetROC package (34) in R v.3.1.3 (35).
Finally, to assess the information contributed uniquely
by the CSF markers, we repeated these procedures after
omission of such markers, re-examining the construct
validity (predictive capacity) of the resulting, simplified
APS scores.

Graded response approach
Educational test items typically generate binary scores
(right or wrong), but markers of AD pathogenesis are
usually continuous, and dichotomization would result
in an unacceptable loss of information. Therefore, we
use a graded response IRT model (24). Specifically, we
transform the continuous data into quintiles (though any
quantiles could be used), and the model then estimates
discrimination (a) and difficulty/severity (b) parameters
for the boundaries between quintiles.

Construct validity of the IRT approach in the
BIOCARD Study
We first demonstrated that a summary score,
constructed as described, would show construct validity.
This meant showing that such a score could measure
pre-clinical AD progression and would predict later
progression to symptomatic AD. To test this, we
needed a sample having a variety of data who were
followed for many years. The BIOCARD study met these
requirements.
The details of BIOCARD are published elsewhere
(25). In brief, the study began in 1995, enrolling 349
cognitively normal middle-aged individuals (mean age
57; SD 10 ). By design, three quarters of participants had
a first degree relative with AD. A neuropsychological
battery was administered yearly, and MRI scans, CSF,
and blood specimens were obtained at baseline and at
biennial follow-up assessments. The study was stopped
in 2005, but participants were re-enrolled in 2009,
permitting continued follow-up of the cohort. Consensus
diagnoses of cognitively normal, MCI, or dementia are
now available for up to 20 years of follow-up. BIOCARD
was approved by all relevant ethics committees, and all
participants provided written informed consent.
We used MPlus version 7.11 (26) to fit a graded
response IRT model to BIOCARD’s baseline and first two
biennial follow-up evaluations using robust maximum
likelihood (MLR) estimation. These visits were used
because all variables (cognitive, imaging, and CSF) had
then been collected. Cognitive indicators included Boston
Naming Test (27), logical memory immediate recall and
paired associations subscales of the Wechsler Memory
Scale-Revised (WMS-R) (28), and the digit symbol
substitution subscale of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale-Revised (WAIS-R) (29). MRI measures included
right hippocampal and entorhinal cortical volumes, and
right entorhinal thickness. CSF measures included Aβ42,
total-tau, and phosphorylated tau. These were selected
based on evidence of their relationship to progression
from normal cognitive status to MCI (16, 25, 30). We
transformed items to quintiles (tertiles for Boston Naming

Application of the APS to longitudinal data and a
clinical trial
As with any modeling procedure, the IRT-based
BIOCARD APS scores relied on the unique combination
of data available. Because datasets usually differ in
their variables, it is difficult to apply APS scores across
studies, unless they incorporate the same data collected
using the same methods. The latter similarity of (serial)
data collection is the rule in prevention trials, so a single
APS model might serve to measure disease progression
at multiple timepoints in such trials. To evaluate this, we
sought to demonstrate the suitability of an APS as a serial
measure in a longitudinal cohort having similar data.
Specifically, we looked for evidence that the APS showed
measurement invariance over time to provide a valid
test of differences in its rate (slope) as an indicator of
disease progression in active- vs. placebo-treated groups.
This would mean that an APS of, say, “2” meant the
same thing at baseline as it did at the end of the study.
Demonstration of temporal measurement invariance in a
longitudinal cohort would serve our purpose, however,
only if the model fit to the longitudinal cohort also fit
data from the prevention trial. We refer to this latter
attribute as sample portability or invariance. It can be
important, typically, if (blinded) trial data are not to
be incorporated into the development of the outcome
measure used ultimately to compare groups. One may
test portability of the method using cohort and trial
baseline data (i.e., before treatment assignment). The
PREVENT-AD cohort study and its sister INTREPAD
trial (NCT 02702817), described in an accompanying
paper, presented a fortuitous opportunity for such
outcome development.
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Temporal Measurement Invariance and Sample
Portability in the PREVENT-AD cohort and the
INTREPAD trial of naproxen treatment effects in
pre-symptomatic AD

also report the correlation between the individual APS
scores resulting from the two models.
The following analogy may be helpful. Consider how
a suit of clothing fits a person over time. At baseline a
tailor outfits the individual with a suit, after which s/he
is fitted with a new suit every year In one of two ways.
In the first instance the new suits are made from his/her
“baseline” measurements. In the other, the tailor takes
new measurements before fitting each new suit. If the
person’s measurements (analogous to the IRT model)
do not change over time, then they show “measurement
invariance”, and the newly-tailored suits will fit no better
than those made using baseline measurements.

PREVENT-AD is an observational cohort of 125
cognitively intact participants. INTREPAD is a twoyear, randomized double-blind placebo-controlled
trial of naproxen sodium 200 mg b.i.d. for prevention
of AD, with a sample size of 217. Except where
stated, procedures for the two studies were identical.
Participants in both had a parent or multiple siblings
affected by probable AD dementia. Participants were
aged 60 or older (55 or older if age was within 15 years
of their first-affected relative’s onset). After careful
screening for cognitive disorder, participants were
evaluated at baseline and annually using a variety of
assessment techniques described elsewhere. INTREPAD
participants had an additional visit three months after
baseline. Serial CSF samples were not collected in
PREVENT-AD, but were collected from 106 (54% of
those eligible) INTREPAD enrollees. The trial’s principal
endpoints are the Repeatable Battery for Assessment of
Neuropsychological Status (RBANS) (36) and an APS
constructed using other data.
We fit an IRT model and calculated APS scores using
baseline data from the PREVENT-AD cohort. Items in
this example were UPSIT (University of Pennsylvania
Smell Identification Test) (37), cortical thickness in the
precuneus, grey matter cerebral blood flow from arterial
spin labeling, hippocampal volume, DTI (diffusion tensor
imaging) mean diffusivity and fractional anisotropy.
These items were chosen based on the current
literature linking them to AD progression as well as on
observations that they were changing over time.
To assess temporal measurement invariance of the
IRT-based APS model for PREVENT-AD, we inquired
whether an estimation process that used baseline data
only would produce essentially the same parameter
estimates as those estimated from all the longitudinal
data. Since these models entail a number of parameters,
this can be done using a global likelihood ratio test.
Specifically, we fit two models to data from all timepoints
in the PREVENT-AD Cohort. In one instance, we forced
the model parameters (5 for each item; 1 discrimination
(a) and 4 difficulty (b) parameters for each quintile
boundary) to be the same as the values obtained from
a model fit to baseline data only. In the other model
we estimated these parameters freely. Depending on
sufficiency of information provided (sample size), a
likelihood ratio test that was not statistically significant
would imply that the unconstrained (freely estimated)
model did not fit the data better than the constrained
model. Alternately stated, at least within the limits of
available data, a null likelihood ratio test would suggest
that the IRT model was invariant across time points. We

Assessment of Portability of IRT model from
PREVENT-AD to INTREPAD
We tested the “portability” of the PREVENT-AD
IRT model using a similar procedure to that described
for temporal invariance. We used only data from the
INTREPAD trial baseline, prior to randomization. We
fit an IRT model in which we forced parameter estimates
to be those obtained from the baseline visit of the
PREVENT-AD cohort and compared the fit of that model
to one which allowed the parameters to be estimated
freely. As before, a null likelihood ratio test suggested
portability of the IRT model between the two studies. We
also report the correlation between the APS scores from
each model.

Assessing the Consequences of Adding CSF to
the INTREPAD IRT Model
Given a substantial literature on the relationship
between CSF markers and development of AD, we
wished to include these markers in the INTREPAD IRT
model. However, since these markers were not available
in PREVENT-AD, we wished to establish that their
addition would not substantially alter the remainder
of the parameter estimates (those associated with the
other markers), for which we had already demonstrated
longitudinal and sample portability. To do so, we
compared two models fitted to baseline INTREPAD data,
which now included CSF p-tau and Aβ42. In the first
model, all non-CSF parameter estimates were constrained
to the same values as those from the baseline PREVENTAD sample, in the second, all parameters were estimated
freely. We also report the correlation between the APS
scores from each model.
Because a substantial proportion of INTREPAD
participants did not have CSF data, we examined how
missingness of CSF p-tau and Aβ42 data affected model
estimation. Using the subset of trial participants with
available CSF, we first fit an IRT model, and then refit
it after simulating, randomly, the absence of CSF items
for 54% of participants. We then compared the resulting
232
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individual APS scores (via correlation) in the complete
and simulated missingness data sets.

A likelihood ratio test showed that the model assuming
temporal measurement invariance did not fit the data
significantly worse than a model which estimated all
parameters freely (likelihood ratio: 7.593; df:30; p=.999).
Likewise, correlation between longitudinal APS scores
from IRT models that did and did not assume temporal
invariance was 0.97.

Results
Findings from BIOCARD
The BIOCARD data used here included 55 who have
progressed to MCI, and 22 who have progressed further
to dementia. Figure 2 shows individuals’ APS over the
first, third, and fifth visits, colored by participants’ later
progression. APS scores are scaled as z-scores. We found
that individuals who progressed had significantly higher
(worse) scores at baseline (fitted difference: 0.74; SE: 0.09,
p<0.001). Individuals who did not progress showed
virtually no change in APS score over four years, whereas
those who did increased by 0.06 standard deviation
units (SE: .02) per year, (p=0.006). In survival analyses,
baseline APS was associated with greater hazard of
progression over time (HR: 5.76 per SD difference in APS;
SE: 1.09; p<0.001). In survival-based ROC analyses the
area under the curve (AUC) was 0.80 at ten years, and
0.74 at seventeen years.

Table 1. Baseline Descriptors for PREVENT-AD Cohort
and INTREPAD Trial

Variable

Cohort (N=125)

Trial (N=217)

Education (yrs)

16 (3.6)

15 (3.4)

RBANS*

101 (11)

101 (11)

Age (yrs)

Male

28%

63 (5.6)
27%

UPSIT†

34.8 (4.4)

35.3 (3.6)

Grey Matter Cerebral Blood
Flow (mL/110g/min)

53.8 (8.0)

54.8 (8.4)

Hippocampal Volume %‡

0.0002 (0.00002)

0.0002 (0.00003)

DTI Fractional Anisotropy

0.4 (0.02)

0.4 (0.02)

Precuneus Cortical Thickness
(mm)

DTI§ Mean Diffusivity

CSF|| phosphorylated Tau
(pg/mL)

Figure 2. APS Scores over Time as a Function of
Conversion in BIOCARD

63 (5.0)

CSF Aβ42 (pg/mL)

3.2 (0.1)

3.7 (0.2)

3.2 (0.1)

3.7 (0.3)

-

47.7 (17.5)

-

1063.4 (292.5)

* Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status;
† University of Pennsylvania Smell Identification Test; ‡ Hippocampal
volume divided by Intracranial volume x 100%; § Diffusion Tensor Imaging;
|| Cerebrospinal fluid; note that CSF was only collected from 106 trial
participants

As expected, removal of the CSF data degraded the
APS. While those who progressed still had higher scores
at baseline (fitted difference: 0.32; SE: 0.11, p=0.003),
their difference in annual rate of change from those
without progression (0.03; SE: 0.03, vs. 0.01; SE: 0.02) was
no longer statistically significant (p=0.447). ROC AUC
decreased to 0.61 at ten years and 0.56 at seventeen years.

We also found that the IRT model was portable
(sample invariant) between the baseline PREVENT AD
cohort and baseline INTREPAD samples (likelihood ratio:
40.613; df: 30; p=.094). The correlation between trial
baseline APS scores from the two models was 0.97.
Finally, we determined that addition of CSF P-tau
and Aβ42 concentrations to the INTREPAD APS did not
significantly alter the model parameters for the original
set of items (likelihood ratio: 38.582, df: 30, p=.136).
Correlation between APS scores from the two models was
0.94. When assessing the effect of missingness of CSF
variables, we found that APS scores calculated from the
dataset with simulated missing data had a high (r=0.98)
correlation with APS scores calculated from the intact
dataset.

Findings in PREVENT-AD and INTREPAD

Discussion

Table 1 shows the similarity of baseline demographics,
RBANS total score, and APS items for the PREVENTAD cohort and INTREPAD trial samples. Table 2 shows
parameter estimates from a model using only baseline
PREVENT-AD data. For each item, four curves were
fitted representing thresholds between each quintiles.
Together, the items span a severity range from -3.9 to 5.1
on a z-score scale.

We describe estimation of an IRT-based ‘Alzheimer
Progression Score’ (APS), a summary measure of presymptomatic Alzheimer’s disease severity, drawing on
a range of available markers of different types (cognitive
testing, imaging, CSF chemistries, etc). A principal use
of this measure may be as an outcome for clinical trials
of interventions intended to slow progression, and thus
delay (i.e., prevent) symptom onset. To demonstrate the
233
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Table 2. Parameter Estimates from Baseline PREVENT-AD APS

Variable
UPSIT‡
Precuneus Cortical Thickness
Grey Matter CBF§
Hippocampal Volume Fraction
DTI||‖ Mean Diffusivity

DTI Fractional Anisotropy

Discrimination*
0.87
0.31
0.52
0.74
1.32

1.84

Threshold 1†
-0.51
-3.87
-2.55
-1.70
-1.22

-0.83

Threshold 2
0.21
-0.78
-0.85
-0.25
-0.13

0.00

Threshold 3
0.87
1.67
1.02
0.99
0.68

0.66

Threshold 4
2.21
5.08
3.34
2.65
1.51

1.46

* Discrimination represents the precision with which the item measures an individual’s progression; † Difficulty/severity parameter at the first threshold (border between
quintiles 1 and 2); ‡ University of Pennsylvania Smell Identification Test; § Cerebral blood flow by arterial spin labelling; ‖ Diffusion Tensor Imaging

potential of this approach, we applied it to data from the
BIOCARD study. The construct validity of the resulting
measure was supported by the fact that individuals who
later developed MCI or dementia due to AD had higher
APS means at baseline and steeper slopes over time.
For the APS to be a useful outcome measure in clinical
trials, we needed also to demonstrate measurement
invariance over time, as well as portability (sample
invariance) between samples. We were able to
demonstrate both features using baseline data from the
INTREPAD clinical trial and longitudinal data from the
sister PREVENT-AD cohort. Because work in BIOCARD
showed that CSF variables added substantial predictive
ability to the APS, we tested and demonstrated invariance
of the remaining model parameters when CSF biomarker
data were added from certain individuals only. We
also demonstrated the robustness of the method
to missing data from part of the sample -- the latter
being particularly important because CSF is commonly
available from only a portion of a longitudinal study.
This work addresses several potential concerns about
the utility of summary outcome measures such as the
APS. First among these is construct validity, i.e., are
we truly measuring pre-symptomatic AD severity? At
present, our evidence derives from work in BIOCARD,
where we showed that an APS using its data (which
were considerably less rich than those now available
in PREVENT-AD or elsewhere) was a strong predictor
of later emergence of MCI or dementia due to AD. An
interesting collateral finding from BIOCARD was the
range of baseline APS measures from individuals who
were all cognitively ‘normal’, and that such baseline
variability was itself strongly predictive of subsequent
symptoms. It is unknown whether the higher APS scores
in some BIOCARD participants represented deleterious
change from an earlier time, but this seems likely. If so, it
suggests that at least some differences within the ‘normal’
range may in fact presage more extreme later change
(38). This idea is reinforced in part by the fact that all
constituent items of the APS (at least in BIOCARD) have
been independently associated with the emergence of AD
pathology.
This work has some notable strengths. Chief among
them are the parallel design of the PREVENT-AD cohort
and INTREPAD trial. This design allowed for the the

validation of our measure while still incorporating stateof-the-art items. The use of IRT models to construct
composite scores is well-suited to our purpose of
measuring pre-clinical AD progression, a continuous
latent variable. While relatively new to medicine, these
models have a long history in other fields including
psychology and education. As such, their properties are
relatively well-developed and well-characterized.
We also note a number of limitations. Because of
limited duration of follow-up in the other samples,
we were able to demonstrate construct validity of an
APS only in BIOCARD (though we note that the model
in PREVENT-AD drew upon items linked to AD that
appeared to change over time. The graded response IRT
model that we used entails the quantilization of items
that are continuous, an approach that can result in loss
of information. While it is possible to re-parameterize
a factor analytic model with continuous items as an
IRT model (39), it would impose the (unsustainable)
assumption that the relationship between AD progression
and each item was linear. It is unfortunate that CSF was
not collected in the PREVENT-AD cohort. Such inclusion
would have permitted better assessment of its potential
as part of the INTREPAD APS. Instead, we rely on
evidence from the literature, performance in BIOCARD,
and the demonstration that its inclusion did not alter the
model parameters of the other constituent items in the
IRT model fit to baseline INTREPAD data.
Whatever its merits, we recognize that the APS is
only an interim solution to the problem of multi-modal
data used in estimation of pre-symptomatic disease
progression and its treatment. Future directions for
this work include finalizing the composition of the
INTREPAD APS prior to unblinding of the data. Other
methods are also in development (40), and still others are
on the horizon (41, 42). Our present purpose is to enable
an appropriate analysis of the substantial PREVENTAD and INTREPAD data sets. We intend eventually to
enable public access to these data so that other methods
may be tested by others to the same ends.
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